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CONSTITUTIONCONSTITUTION
1)                  ASAHI DOJO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

朝日道場国際協会 
Association founded and officially declared in France by Daniel BLANCHET in june 1st, 2009.   
This association is declared autonomous and independent of all powers whatever they are, as well as
of all federation, association or union in relation or no with the martial arts.  
This  international  association  wants  to  be  apolitical,  non-profit  and  out  all  sporty  and  competitive
context.     
 

2) Its life President of honor, to posthumous title, is Phil MILNER O SENSEI that was the SENSEI of
Daniel BLANCHET HANSHI during more 32 years.  
   

3) Its object is to promote and to transmit a part of the Japanese cultural heritage represented by the
traditional martial  arts through the own teaching of his founder Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE
HANSHI, his long experience in the world of BUDO / BUJUTSU, and his personal branch (HA) named
TANI GAWA HA and to create an international group enlivened of an unanimous passion and common
values, completly out all sporty context and competition.  
  

4) Its motto (Hyogo) is "Honor and Respect" MEIYO TO SONKEI

5) TANI GAWA (the torrent that descends the slope of the mountain « Mountainstream ») is the ADANA
Japanese patronymic of  Daniel  BLANCHET HANSHI who is the SHODAI SOKE (founder Head of
Family) of this international association. 
  

6) All  person or association can become official  member of  this international  association in  the strict
respect of the values of BUJUTSU and BUDO.    
   

7) All personal or collective affiliation demand should be sent directly and duly full to Daniel BLANCHET
SHODAI SOKE throught the different National Directors or National Representatives with the special
document  « Affiliation Form ». 

8) Daniel  BLANCHET  SHODAI  SOKE  is,  of  fact,  the  General  manager  of  this  association  and  all
validation of affiliation at last should include his final agreement.  
 



9) The HONBU DOJO (Head Dojo) of this association is in Rodez (France) as well as the members of its
Executive Council (President, Vice-Président,Treasurer, Secretary…).  

10)  Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE is free to name the National Directors BUCHO who will represent
his association in their national level as well  as National Representatives   SHIBUCHO (an official
diploma will attest this function).  

11)  Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE is free to name National and International Instructors (an official
diploma will attest this function).  

12)  Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE is authorized to give officially, within his association, all Kyu or Dan
grades, as well as all titles or various ranks being in conformity with the traditional Japanese system
(SENSEI, SHIHAN, RENSHI, KYOSHI, HANSHI).  

12 -1 For the demands of recognition of "Dan" grades, the person should provide inevitably  the official
copy of his last "Dan" grade as well as the copies of the two other previous grades (for example for a
demand for 5° Dan, provide copies of this one, of course, but also of 4° Dan and 3° Dan).  
  
12 - 2 For the demands of recognition of japanese tittles / ranks, the person should provide inevitably
the official copy of his diploma as well as those preceding (for example for a demand of recognition of a
title of HANSHI, provide copy of this one of course as well as copies of the diploma of KYOSHI and
RENSHI).  
The failure to respect of these procedures won't permit to take positively in account these demands of
recognition.  

12 - 3  The official recognition of "Dan" grades, tittles or ranks, whatever they are, is not at all automatic
or systematic within A.D.I.A ... but validated only after a serious and deep exam of the International
Grading Commission  (I.G.C), positive authentification of all the documents provided by the concerned
person and the final agreement of Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE.  

12 – 4 If a rank granted in all good faith proved to the final to be a fake , a certificate of complaisance
or a breach of confidence, his owner would immediately lose his assignment and his qualification with
all  consequences that  it  would entail  for  him (immediate expulsion of  our association) and his  act
malevolent and dishonest communicated publicly.  
  
12 - 5  The assignment of recognition of " Dan " ranks will be able to be assigned to a non member
ADIA unusually after validation and agreement of Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE (the price of this
diploma will be raised then one payed by an official member A.D.I.A).

12 -  6   For  a  Dan grading examination  during an ADIA's  seminar,  (please  consult  Appendix  N°1)
For the requirements for a Dan grade (please consult Appendix N°1 Bis)          

13)  All Japanese martial art coming from BUJUTSU or BUDO is recognized and accepted within ASAHI
DOJO  INTERNATIONAL  ASSOCIATION  after  validation  of  Daniel  BLANCHET  SHODAI  SOKE.
Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean or other various martial arts are not accepted within A.D.I.A where is
only accepted Japanese martial arts.  

14)  Official passports are published for the different members, as well as for every new season, an official
yearly licence of affiliation to stick inside the passport to stay official member.   
 

15)  If  a Yudansha (black Belt)  ancient  official  member A.D.I.A wants to return inside A.D.I.A to get  a
recognition of "Dan" grades, he should inevitably fulfill the payment of the licences corresponding to the
number of years of his absence.
 

16)  Different MENJO (Diplomas) are published for "Dan" grades and the different levels of teaching or
instruction (Tittles / Ranks).  
A specific form of demand should be filled duly by every claimant in view of his attribution.
   

17)  A special document validated by Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE will specify the different modes to
obtain these various MENJO.  (please consult Appendix N° 2)  



 
18)  The official uniform for the Budo training within ASAHI DOJO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION is :  

- KEIKOGI (or DOGI) :
P SHIRO UWAGI white jacket with A.D.I.A's badge on the heart place on the chest, more possibly a
supplementary bagde on left shoulder.  
P KURO ZUBON black trousers .  
- KURO OBI Black belt (1° Dan to 5° Dan) SHIMA OBI white-red belt (6° Dan to 8° Dan) and AKA OBI
red belt (9° Dan to 10° Dan).  
- Possibly port of a black HAKAMA for YUDANSHA (1°Dan to 5°Dan) and a dark blue HAKAMA for
YUDANSHA (6° Dan to 10° Dan)
- Possibly port of  AO UWAGI a dark blue jacket just only for the National Directors (Bucho).
The port of the striped grey HAKAMA and AKA UWAGI a red jacket is reserved exclusively to the Soke.
(please consult Appendix N° 3)

19)   The grading for "Shodan - Nidan - Sandan" will be able to make itself in a country under the control of
the National  Director  BUCHO, but  its  officialization  will  be  make during a national  or  international
seminar under the presence and the authority of Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE and the members
of the Grading International Commission.  

20)  The grading above Sandan will only be make during a national or international seminar under the
presence and the authority of Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE and the members of the Grading
International Commission Internationale.  
 

21)  The  Grading  Internationale  Commission  is  composed  by the  National  Directors  (Bucho)  and  the
National  Representatives  (Shibucho)  and  Daniel  BLANCHET  SHODAI  SOKE  who  assures  the
presidency of this special Commission. 
Will be able to be associated there, unusually, an expert for consultative advise.

22)  For all national or international A.D.I.A seminar, an official and special Convention will be established
between the ADIA Executive Council  and the promoter of this seminar.  
Informations for the organization of an A.D.I.A's seminar (please consult Appendix N° 4)

22 – 1 To be recognized as an A.D.I.A's dojo (please consult Appendix N° 5)

22 – 2  Communication System inside A.D.I.A (please consult Appendix N° 6)

23)  All  member  of  the association  ASAHI  DOJO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION will  be  able  to be
excluded at any times for unworthy, dishonest or insulting behavior capable to undermine the good
brand image and the fame of our association, with immediate revocation, for this person of all his ranks
or tittles gotten within the A.D.I.A…. and restitution of his official Budopass.  

24)  Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE will be able to name, in time, by oral or written manner, his official
successor who will carry then the title of NIDAI SOKE .

 Daniel BLANCHET SHODAI SOKE

- last modification june 2016 -



1) -1 - 

All  students  wishing to be examined for  a Dan grade examination (with the agreement of their
Sensei) must complete inevitably the official document “Dan Grade examination” with the financial
contribution requested (see the special document “Attribution Dan Grade Certificate”). 
They must be imperatively A.D.I.A' members with the yearly licence sticked on their Budopasses.

The responsible Sensei must send for information three weeks before the official date of the Dan
Grading the complete list for his dojo to the National Director and to Daniel Blanchet SOKE. 

If  the student wishes his  Dan Grade Certificate (after  a successful  grading)  he must  prepare in
advance one ID photo and the financial participation corresponding to his grade.
 
His certificate will be made at the end of the examination and given officially at the end of the
seminar. 

1) -2 -

During a Dan grading,  there will be for the student :

- a free part (prepared in advance by the student with his Uke)
- a imposed part requested by the Grading Commission during the examination
- Questions of general knowledge and culture about his art practiced   

During a Dan grading (JU JUTSU for example) only techniques of JU JUTSU will be accepted and
demonstrated. A Dan grading is not a show !!!!

1) -3 -

Before the Dan grading, the responsible Sensei will give imperatively to the Grading Commission the
complete list of his students with the right financial participation.

1) – 4 - 

During  a  Dan  Grading,  only  students  of  the  concerning  dojo  will  be  allowed  to  watch  the
examination, and respect a deep silence.

1) – 5 - 

The decision of the Grading Commission must be accepted and respected by the student and by his
Sensei. No contestation will be allowed. 

DAN GRADING DAN GRADING (Appendix N° 1)(Appendix N° 1)



TITLES / RANKSTITLES / RANKS
ASAHI DOJO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

(A.D.I.A)

  Appendix N° 2

SENSEI : TEACHER of  ARTS
Minimum YONDAN (4th Dan) 15 years of practice are minimum requisited.

RENSHI : BACHELOR of  ARTS
Minimum YONDAN (4th Dan) 20 years of practice are minimum requisited.

SHIHAN : CHIEF INSTRUCTOR
Minimum ROKKUDAN (6th Dan) 20 years of practice are minimum requisited

with a national or international responsability.

KYOSHI : MASTER of  FINE ARTS
Minimum SICHIDAN (7th Dan) 30 years of practice are minimum requisited.

High knowledge in BU JUTSU & BU DO
(martial tradition and japanese culture)

HANSHI : DOCTOR of  PHILOSOPHY
Minimum HATCHIDAN (8th Dan) 35 years of practice are minimum requisited.

BUDO KA with an exceptional talent and skill,
an international recognition and outstanding qualities.

MEIJIN : GRANDMASTER
Minimum KUDAN (9th Dan) 50 years of exceptional practice are minimum requisited.



The A.D.I.A's International Grading Commission, under the Presidency of Daniel BLANCHET
SHODAI SOKE, studies once per year the different and eventual promotions relating to all
the possible obtainments of one of these title / rank.

All  these TITLES /  RANKS will  be only official  once validated  and signed by
Daniel  BLANCHET  SHODAI  SOKE  and  after  the  official  delivery  of  the
corresponding MENKYO.  
  

 

Daniel BLANCHET HANSHI JUDAN - 範士範士  十段 十段 -- 
is the first «HEAD of FAMILY» SHODAI SOKE

of the ASAHI DOJO INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

Thanks to his official japanese «nickname» TANI GAWA (mountain stream)

he holds officially today the name of TANI GAWA SOKE 

responsable of his own BU DO's branch «HA» TANI GAWA HA.

P.S: TITLES / RANKS delivered by A.D.I.A can be however dismissed and  annulled by
the A.D.I.A 's International Grading Commission if the named person adopts a
behavior no in conformity with the values of the BUDO or the A.D.I.A's spirit,

or make acts or offenses proscribe by the law.



KEIKOGI for BUDO training
White jacket (Shiro Uwagi)

Black trousers (Kuro zubon) 

Special  dark blue jacket
for National Directors

(Ao Uwagi)    

Special eventual red jacket
for the SOKE

(Aka Uwagi)

A.D.I.A's BUDO UNIFORM  (Appendix N° 3)

Black belt (Kuro Obi)

( 1° Dan to 5° Dan)

White & red belt
(Shima Obi)

(6° Dan to 8° Dan)

Red belt (Aka Obi)

( 9° Dan & 10° Dan)



Black Hakama
(1° Dan to 5° Dan)

Dark blue Hakama
(6° Dan to 10° Dan)

Striped grey Hakama
SOKE

Position of  the badge



1 - If someone wants to organize an A.D.I.A's seminar under the Technical Direction of
Daniel Blanchet SOKE, he must firstly contact him through his National Director to fix
together a possible date.
- An official Convention will be sent to him in advance by the A.D.I.A's Executive 
Council with a document recording all his obligations.
- To formalize the event, the organizer will return to Daniel Blanchet SOKE one 
examplary of the Convention signed for the agreement. 

2  -  The  organizer  of  an  ADIA's  Seminar  must  provide  for  the  National  Directors
(Bucho) invited to this seminar and who are teaching : 

- a minimum payment of one night's accommodation, 

- a minimum payment of two meals, 

- a fee for their travel costs variable according to the distance.

        3 - The official teachers will be all ADIA's Sensei, belonging to our family. 

4 - If the organizer wants to invite another Sensei to teach (as guest of honour), he 
must refer firstly to the National Director, who shall inform Daniel Blanchet SOKE for 
final agreement. 

 5 - The seminar is open to all students (ADIA or not) practicing martial arts.

 6 - During an A.D.I.A's seminar, the price of participation for a non A.D.I.A's member
will be significantly higher than for an official A.D.I.A's member. 

7  -  The  planning  of  the  global  teaching  will  be  send  before  the  seminar  to  the
National Director, who shall inform Daniel BLANCHET SOKE for final agreement.

8 - During an A.D.I.A's seminar no photos and no video may be taken.
- Only an official person authorized by the organizer can make this job.
- Personal pictures of students with SOKE or with different Sensei will be possible 
during special times, and not all the time.
- No foreign public (outside the family's student or Sensei) does be allowed to watch 
the training without the agreement of SOKE. 

9 - If a student want to make stamp his Budopass by Daniel BLANCHET SOKE or Sensei,
he must at the inscription of the course provide it open to the right page with the 
place and date already completed. Without it, any request will be denied.

ORGANIZATION of an ADIA'sORGANIZATION of an ADIA's
SEMINARSEMINAR

                    Appendix N° 4                    Appendix N° 4



10 - The organizer of the seminar (and his dojo) is the sole responsible of the 
seminar :
- Communication, informations,
- Financial management,
- Logistics Management ...
and must respect the clauses signed inside the Convention and its commitments.
He will be assisted, if he wishes of course, by his National Director.

11 - During an A.D.I.A's seminar the organizer (with the help of his dojo) is responsible
for the safe arrival and departure of Daniel Blanchet SOKE, National Directors (Bucho)
and National Representatives (Shibucho) coordinating in advance the different needs.
- If a local sightseeing is planned for the end of the seminar for Sensei, students and 
families, the organizer of the seminar (with the help of his dojo) will frame the group
as responsible and official guide. 

12 - The National Directors (Bucho) with the help of the National Representatives
(Shibucho)  must  involve  and  motivate  the  maximum  of  the  students  who  are
ADIA'members in their countries to come to this seminar ... so that this Budo event
be a real success for all, a true “party”.

 
 



1) To benefit of preferential A.D.I.A' rates (see specific document Prices affiliation & licence 
2016/2017) the student must belong to an official A.D.I.A's dojo.

2) To be qualified as an officially A.D.I.A's dojo, the dojo in question must recruit at least 10 
students each season to benefit from these preferential prices and a diploma of certification 
as A.D.I.A dojo will be granted (price 15 €) 

A.D.I.A's DOJOA.D.I.A's DOJO
Appendix N° 5Appendix N° 5

example



       
 

Daniel BLANCHET Daniel BLANCHET 
ダニエルダニエル··ブランシェブランシェ

TANI GAWA SOKE TANI GAWA SOKE 谷川宗家谷川宗家

HANSHI HANSHI 範士 範士 - JUDAN - JUDAN 十段 十段 

National Directors BUCHONational Directors BUCHO

 National Representatives National Representatives
SHIBUCHO SHIBUCHO 

 SENSEI SENSEI

STUDENTSSTUDENTS

Internal Communication SystemInternal Communication System
Appendix N° 6Appendix N° 6

Contact directly with the BUCHO
when there is not a SHIBUCHO

in his country

Contact directly with the SENSEI
when there is not a SHIBUCHO

in his country


